June 7, 2020
Electric Avenue 3rd – 5th grade MGBC

FAITH
Trusting in what you can’t see because of what you can
see

Electric Avenue 3rd – 5th
! BIBLE STORY

I’m a Believer Faith Is . . . Hebrews 11:1—12:3
Themes for the Month of June

! MEMORY VERSE :

Faith is being sure of what we hope for. It is being
sure of what we do not see. Hebrews 11:1, NIrV

! LIFE APP
! Faith—Trusting in what you can’t see because of what you can see
! BOTTOM LINE
! You can know Jesus even though you’ve never seen Him.
! BASIC TRUTH
! I can trust God no matter what

Electric Avenue 3rd – 5th
!

Activity #1: THIS OR THAT

!

Ask, “Would you rather . . .” Then ask them to explain their answers.

!

1) See a snake or a shark….

!

3) Have all the chocolate you can eat or all the pizza?

!

5) Have a flying carpet or your own submarine

!

• Challenge your child to answer the question and possibly generate their own.

!

WHAT YOU SAY:

!

“Sometimes I think it would be cool to see what’s going to happen in the future or to see inside
someone’s mind and know what they’re thinking, but that’s not something God has given us the
ability to do. There are a lot of things we will never see with our eyes but can still believe in.

2) Wake up with snow in your back yard or a pool
4) Be able breathe fire or have Xray vision

6) Wake up as a giraffe or an ostrich?

Electric Avenue 3rd – 5th
! Activity #2 – Video
! www. Myrtelgrovebaptist.com/children

! Activity #3

Electric Avenue 3rd – 5th
!

Activity #3 – Faith Line Up

!

Materials Needed: Faith Line Up page below

!

Read today’s Bible story from Hebrews11:1–12:3 in which many heroes of the faith are named.
! When they hear the name of the person pictured on their “Faith Line Up” card, have them
hold their cards and put them in order
! When finished reading, ask them to share the name of their favorite “faith hero” from
among the ones you read about. Why are they a favorite?

!

Lead a discussion about the Scripture for today:
! Is faith different for us today than it was for the heroes we just read about? Explain why it is
or is not.
! We will probably never face the same situations as those we read about in Hebrews 11.
Does that mean our faith is not as strong? (Encourage kids to explain their responses.)
! What might a modern-day Faith Hero’s life look like?

!

–

Electric Avenue 3rd – 5th
! Review and practice the bible verse and Definition
! MEMORY VERSE :

Faith is being sure of what we
hope for. It is being sure of what we do not see.
Hebrews 11:1, NIrV

! Faith—Trusting in what you can’t see because of
what you can see

! End in prayer

What to Do:
Print on cardstock and cut apart. Provide one set for each small group.
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